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After decades of research, the low Curie temperature of ferromagnetic
semiconductors remains the key problem in the development of magnetic-
semiconductor spintronic technologies. Removing this roadblock might require
a change of the field’s basic materials paradigm by looking beyond ferromagnets.
Recent studies of relativistic magnetic and magneto-transport anisotropy effects,
which in principle are equally well present in materials with ferromagnetically
and antiferromagnetically ordered spins, have inspired our search for antiferro-
magnetic semiconductors suitable for high-temperature spintronics. Since these
are not found among the magnetic counterparts of common III-V or II-VI semi-
conductors, we turn the attention in this paper to high Ne´el temperature I-II-V
magnetic compounds whose electronic structure has not been previously iden-
tified. Our combined experimental and theoretical work on LiMnAs provides
basic prerequisite for the systematic research of this class of materials by demon-
strating the feasibility to grow single crystals of group-I alkali metal compounds
by molecular beam epitaxy, by demonstrating the semiconducting band struc-
ture of the I-Mn-V’s, and by analyzing their spin-orbit coupling characteristics
favorable for spintronics.
All current spintronic applications are based on ferromagnetically (FM) ordered spins
of transition metals such as Ni, Co, Fe and their alloys.1 These material systems have
provided the strong magneto-resistive effects essential to the development of commercial
spintronics. However, there are fundamental physical limitations for FM metal materials
which may make them impractical to realize the full potential of spintronics. Metals are
unsuitable for transistor and information processing applications, for opto-electronics, and
the large magnetic stray fields produced by these materials also make them unfavorable for
high-density integration. A considerable effort has been directed towards overcoming these
limitations by developing FM semiconductor materials based on conventional semiconductor
hosts. (III,Mn)V compounds are among the most extensively explored examples of these
systems.2 They do not allow for the high-temperature operation but they are ideal test bed
materials for exploring new spintronic concepts.
The inspiration for the work presented in this paper comes from discoveries of relativistic
magnetic and magneto-transport anisotropy effects in (III,Mn)V nano-devices,2,3 which have
the desired large magnitudes and whose common characteristics is that they are an even
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function of the microscopic magnetic moment vector. The concept, whose generic validity
has been recently confirmed in transition metal FMs,4–6 paves a way to spintronics in a wide
range of systems beyond FMs, including materials with antiferromagnetically (AFM) coupled
moments.7 When realized in AFM semiconductors, these relativistic spintronic effects can be
combined with electric-field gating in spintronic transistor structures. Applications of AFM
semiconductors may also include integration of conventional semiconductor micro and opto-
electronics functionalities directly in the exchange-biasing AFM layers in common spintronic
devices. The aim of this paper is to identify a suitable class of materials for high-temperature
AFM semiconductor spintronics.
In Fig. 1(a) we illustrate that a strong AFM ground state is from the basic physics per-
spective much more compatible with a gapped, semiconductor-like band structure than a
strong FM state. In the FM case, the gap competes with the exchange spin-splitting of
the bands which at strong FM coupling turns the system into a metal. In AFMs, this
competition is missing and indeed a large majority of magnetic semiconductors order anti-
ferromagnetically. Our interest is in magnetic compounds which are direct counterparts of
the most common non-magnetic semiconductors with eight valence electrons per primitive
cell. Fig. 1(b) illustrates a survey of these materials and the search path that has brought
our attention to the I-Mn-V compounds. The common non-magnetic semiconductors are
derived from the group-IV (Si, Ge) semiconductors by applying the ”proton transfer” rule:8
By imagining a transfer of a proton from one to the other group-IV atom in the primitive
cell we obtain the III-V compounds, a transfer of two protons gives the II-VI materials, etc.
The magnetic counterpart to the group-II atoms with a half-filled d(f) shell is Mn 3d54s2
(Eu 4f 76s2) and the neighboring magnetic atom Fe (Gd) can be considered as a group-III
element when searching for the magnetic semiconductors.
Since there is no direct realization of a magnetic semiconductor within the group-IV
crystals we need to proceed to compounds. Here FeAs is an example of AFM semiconductors
from the III-V family. As implied by Fig. 1(a), the less frequent FM semiconductors have
a better chance to occur among the more localized (less hybridized) f -electron magnetic
elements and the lighter anions (wider gap). GdN FM semiconductor belongs to this group
of materials. Transition temperatures of all the III-V magnetic semiconductors are below
room-temperature and the non half-filled shell of the magnetic element is one of the reasons
for weaker magnetic interactions. Indeed, (Ga,Mn)As already suggests that using Mn with
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the half-filled magnetic shell, i.e. highest moment among the 3d magnetic elements, has a
favorable effect on the strength of magnetic coupling. (Recall that the (Ga,Mn)As random
alloy is not an intrinsic but rather a heavily doped degenerate semiconductor because MnGa is
not an isovalent impurity.) Consistent with this trend there is a number of Mn-chalcogenide
AFM semiconductors and there are also several FMs among the f -electron and lighter anion
II-VI compounds. Still the transition temperatures of II-VI magnetic semiconductors do
not safely exceed room temperature. Here the larger anions and more ionic bonds compared
to the III-V’s result in larger lattice parameters which softens the magnetic interactions.
The idea behind our work discussed in the following paragraphs is that by transferring only
one proton to the anion and the other proton to a new lattice site should result in I-Mn-
V semiconductors which combine the favorable tighter lattice arrangement of the group-V
pnictides and the large magnetic moment on Mn.
Alkali-metal I-Mn-V compounds are stable materials which have been previously prepared
by chemical synthesis in polycrystalline or powder forms. X-ray studies showed that the
I-Mn-V’s, as well as the non-magnetic I-II-V’s, have a similar crystal structure to III-V
semiconductors, as illustrated in Fig.1(c).9–13 Neutron-diffraction measurements identified
AFM coupling in the Mn-planes persisting to very high temperatures and a weaker interlayer
coupling along the c-axis which persists in most of these compounds above 400 K.11–13 While
the chemists have provided us with the knowledge of these favorable structural and magnetic
characteristics of I-Mn-V’s, the compounds have been virtually unexplored by the physical
materials research community. In particular there is no preexisting information on the
electronic structure of I-Mn-V’s and on the synthesis of alkali-metal group-I compounds by
modern molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth techniques. We now proceed to address
these two basic problems in the materials science of I-Mn-V compounds.
For the epitaxial growth of LiMnAs we used InAs substrate because the crystallograph-
ically equivalent As planes in InAs and in LiMnAs have very similar lattice parameters
(4.283 A˚ in InAs versus 4.267 A˚ in LiMnAs), as inferred from X-ray data on the LiMnAs
materials prepared previously by chemical synthesis. The comparison between the respective
crystal structures (see Fig. 1(c)) further implies that starting from the common As plane,
LiMnAs should grow epitaxially under a tensile strain with its Mn planes rotated by 45◦ with
respect to the counterpart In planes of the substrate. Since MnAs is a ferromagnetic metal
with a hexagonal crystal structure we have also prepared reference MnAs samples deposited
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on InAs to highlight the striking consequences of Li incorporation during the growth.
For this work we have grown ten LiMnAs/InAs wafers in a Kryovak MBE system equipped
with Li, Mn, and As solid sources. Before the growth, the surface oxide on the InAs substrate
was desorbed in the As atmosphere at 450◦C. The LiMnAs films were deposited directly on
the substrate at low temperatures (∼ 150◦C) without growing any preceding buffer layer.
The respective cell temperatures were 430◦C (Li), 840◦C (Mn), and 260◦C (As), producing
fluxes of the elements at approximately stoichiometric ratio 1:1:1. The reproducibility of
the growth conditions have been tested over many growth cycles, showing no degradation
or apparent damage to the MBE system due to the presence of large amounts of Li.
The reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) images were recorded in situ
during the growth. Within the first few minutes of the growth a sharp and stable 1×1
RHEED pattern, shown in Fig. 2(a), emerged from the original pattern of the c(4 × 4)
reconstructed surface of the InAs substrate. The LiMnAs RHEED images demonstrate
the 2D growth mode of a high quality epilayer and confirm the expected in-plane cubic
symmetry of the LiMnAs crystal. The results are in striking contrast to the measurement
of the reference MnAs epilayer, shown in Fig. 2(b), deposited on the InAs substrate under
the same growth conditions, except for the Li cell remaining closed during the growth. The
MnAs sample shows asymmetric and low epitaxial quality RHEED pattern as a result of
the large lattice mismatch of MnAs.
In parallel to the RHEED, the growth process of the LiMnAs epilayers was monitored
by in situ measurements of Fabry-Pe´rot interference oscillations, shown in Fig. 2(c). In the
experiment, the light emitted by the cells in the MBE system, reflected by the growing film,
and transmitted outside the chamber through an optical port was recorded by a spectrometer
in a spectral range of 870 to 1400 nm (0.855 to 1.425 eV). The presence of the Fabry-
Pe´rot oscillations up to large film thickness is a strong indication of the semiconducting
nature of LiMnAs. Note, that the LiMnAs film thicknesses, and the derived growth rate
of approximately 200 nm per hour, were obtained by measuring the final thickness profile
of the wafers across the edges masked by the sample holder during the growth, as shown
in Fig. 2(d). The 20% uncertainty in the determination of the LiMnAs film thickness is
due to the surface oxide layer which forms in air and/or due to the capping layer deposited
onto the LiMnAs film to prevent its oxidation. Fabry-Pe´rot oscillations in the upper part of
Fig. 2(c) correspond to the InAs cap and are consistent with its 3.5 refractive index. The
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lower part recorded during the LiMnAs growth yields substantially smaller refractive index
(by a factor of 1.5–2) suggesting that LiMnAs has a larger band gap than InAs.
The incorporation of Li and Mn in the grown epilayers was confirmed ex situ by a series of
sputtering and X-ray photoemission measurements which showed, within the experimental
scatter, the expected 1:1 ratio of Li and Mn inside the film. X-ray diffraction experiments
presented in Fig. 3 prove that the films are epitaxial and single phase LiMnAs crystals. In
addition to the InAs substrate peaks, the diffraction curve in Fig. 3(a) shows the full set of
(001) oriented LiMnAs reflections and no traces of other phases or orientations. Note that
the peaks are slightly shifted to higher angles with respect to the bulk values (denoted by
crosses) in agreement with the expected tensile strain in the LiMnAs epilayer on InAs. In
order to investigate the epitaxial relationship, we performed azimuthal scans as a function
of the wavevector Q (see Fig. 3(b)). The data show that the LiMnAs(102) and InAs(131)
reflections are separated by the angle φ = 26.7◦ which matches the nominal separation in
the case of a 45◦ in-plane rotation of the LiMnAs unit cell with respect to the substrate.
Hence, the [110]LiMnAs direction is parallel to the [100]InAs direction, as illustrated in the
schematic 3D diagram in Fig. 3(b). Reciprocal space maps shown in Fig. 3(c) evidence
the vertical alignment of the substrate and film peak, i.e., the LiMnAs film is an epitaxial
single-crystal fully strained to the InAs substrate. The black and red crosses in the plot
denote the expected positions for the substrate and bulk LiMnAs, respectively. Due to the
in-plane tensile strain, the out-of-plane parameter is contracted leading to the displacement
of the LiMnAs(204) reflection. As a result of this small structural distortion, the unit cell
volume of the LiMnAs epilayer is increased by 0.2%.
Based on the equivalence between the lattice structure of our LiMnAs single-crystals
and of the previously chemically synthesized polycrystalline bulk materials we expect the
same AFM structure of the epilayers, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). Neutron diffraction mea-
surements on thin film epilayers are not routinely available and attempts to perform these
magnetic structure experiments on LiMnAs are beyond the scope of this initial work. In-
stead we performed superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) measurements
of the magnetization which are shown in Fig. 3(d). The data are consistent with the picture
of compensated Mn moments in the AFM LiMnAs. The comparison of the temperature-
dependent remanence in LiMnAs and in the reference FM MnAs with the same amount of
Mn in the epilayer, as well as the comparison of the low-temperature saturation in LiMnAs,
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MnAs, and of the theoretical Brillouin function of uncoupled Mn S = 5/2 moments, rule
out ferromagnetic and paramagnetic behavior of Mn in our LiMnAs epilayers. In agreement
with the high Ne´el temperature of the chemically synthesized bulk materials we found no sig-
natures of the vicinity of the critical point in the susceptibility in the explored temperature
range up to 400 K.
The ex situ optical transmission measurements of the LiMnAs grown on InAs is shown
in Fig. 3(e). The observed transparency of the wafer (up to the band-gap energy of the
0.5 mm thick InAs substrate) complements the above in situ optical demonstration of the
semiconducting character of LiMnAs. The optical transparency of LiMnAs is in striking
contrast to the control MnAs sample which, due to its metallic band structure, is strongly
absorbing over the entire studied spectral range, as shown in Fig. 3(e). We note that the
enhanced absorption in LiMnAs/InAs wafer at the low-energy side of the spectrum is due to
free carriers introduced by Li diffused into the InAs substrate during the growth. Interstitial
Li acts as a shallow donor in InAs and the resulting n-type doping of InAs can be as high as
∼ 1018− 1019 cm−3 under our growth conditions. We made these observations based on our
control experiment in which the InAs substrate was exposed in the MBE chamber to the Li
flux alone. In the resulting InAs:Li we observe again the enhanced low-energy absorption
which is correlated with high dc conductivity of the sample. After annealing the Li out of
the InAs, the transparency at low energies is recovered and the conductivity drops to the
nominal value of the unprocessed substrate.
We now proceed to the theoretical investigation of the electronic structure of the I-Mn-
V compounds. We have performed band structure calculations of LiMnAs, NaMnAs, and
KMnAs using full-potential density-functional theory. We found that the AFM state has
always lower energy than the FM state. In LiMnAs, the difference in GGA is 34.4 mRy/atom
(32.7 mRy/atom in LDA) and similarly in NaMnAs and KMnAs the AFM state is lower in
energy by 32.9 and 32.5 mRy/atom, resp. Remarkably, these values, which can be used to
estimate the Ne´el temperature TN , are larger in the I-Mn-V’s than in metal Mn-based alloys
whose TN ∼ 103 K.14 Our calculations therefore reproduce not only the ground state AFM
structure of I-Mn-V’s but also explain the high TN .
The I-Mn-V AFMs are intrinsic semiconductors for the stoichiometric composition 1:1:1
of the constituent elements, as shown by LDA band dispersions in Fig. 4(a)-(d). Note,
that the calculated band gaps are likely underestimated by the density functional theory.
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Besides the common shortcomings of the LDA, the accurate theoretical determination of
the band gap is further complicated by correlation effects on Mn d-orbitals. The states
are on one hand strongly admixed in the top valence band and bottom conduction band
states, as shown by the density of states (DOS) plotted in Fig. 5(a),(b), but on the other
hand are still significantly more localized then the sp-states. Accounting for these effects in
LiMnAs increases significantly the band gap and suppresses the relative difference between
the indirect and direct gaps. In KMnAs, the correlations even change the character of the
material from an indirect to a direct gap semiconductor.
The strong admixture of Mn d-orbitals in the valence and conduction band DOSs and
correlations on these states have a significant effect on the dielectric properties of I-Mn-V’s.
As shown in Fig. 5(c), the increase of the band gap in LiMnAs in the LDA+U and the
corresponding shift of the absorption edge in the imaginary part of the dielectric function
 are correlated with the suppression of the real part of . The large suppression by nearly
a factor of 2 is partly due to the common scaling in semiconductors between band gap and
the refractive index but, to a large extent, also due to the optical transitions involving the
d-orbitals. These transitions contribute strongly to the dielectric function and their shift
to higher energies in the LDA+U further reduces the real part of  and of the refractive
index. The resulting values are consistent with the low refractive index of LiMnAs inferred
from the Fabry-Pe´rot oscillations in Fig. 2(c). Similarly, the significantly larger band gap
of LiMnAs compared to InAs is consistent with optical measurements on our LiMnAs/InAs
epilayers.
The magneto-crystalline anisotropy energy (MAE) is an important example of phenomena
based on the collective exchange interaction and spin-orbit coupling which are even functions
of the microscopic moment vector and are therefore present not only in ferromagnets but
also in compensated AFMs. Our relativistic full-potential LDA calculations show that spin-
orbit coupling on both the magnetic Mn and on the group-V elements contribute to the
large net MAE. The uniaxial in-plane vs out-of-plane anisotropy constant in LiMnAs is as
high as 0.58 meV per formula unit. The MAE is one of the key parameters determining
the interface coupling between a FM and an AFM which is utilized, e.g., for pinning the
FM via the exchange bias effect in giant or tunneling magneto-resistance spintronic sensor
and memory devices.1 The coupling can be also used for controlling the staggered moment
orientation in the AFM by the exchange spring effect induced by rotating moments in the
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ferromagnet.15 In an AFM alone, the MAE can be used to rotate the staggered moments by
applying piezoelectric or electrostatic fields.7 Note that the electrostatic effects are subtle
and conceptually difficult to describe in metallic systems due to the strong screening effects of
high-density free carriers. The intrinsic or weakly doped semiconductor character of I-Mn-V
AFMs makes them particularly suitable and unique systems for achieving large electrostatic
gating effects on the MAE.
Similar to the MAE, there is a class of anisotropic magneto-transport phenomena in
bulk and nanostructured magnetic materials which are an even function of the microscopic
moment. In very general terms, the physical origin of these effects is the anisotropy in
the DOS with respect to the orientation of magnetic moments. Our DOS calculations
shown in Fig. 5(d) imply that these effects can be order of magnitude larger in the I-Mn-
V AFMs compared to metal Mn-based AFMs7 and can be tuned by varying the carrier
concentration via doping or electrical gating in field-effect transistor structures. We note
that no signficant qualitative differences were found when comparing the magnetic anisotropy
effects in LiMnAs calcuated in the LDA and LDA+U.
To conclude, we have presented a new class of semiconductor materials which opens the
prospect for high-temperature semiconductor spintronics. We have made an observation that
the studied I-Mn-V AFM compounds are the simplest magnetic counterparts to conventional
eight valence electron semiconductors which offer this prospect. In the experimental part
of our study we have demonstrated on LiMnAs that high-quality single-crystals of group-I
compounds can be grown by molecular beam epitaxy. Our ab initio calculations confirmed
that the I-Mn-V compounds are strong AFMs, confirmed our prediction and experimental
indications of the semiconducting band structure of these materials, and unveiled strong
spin-orbit coupling character of conduction and valence band states favorable for spintronics.
These experimental and theoretical results define a framework for future systematic research
of materials properties of the broad family of I-Mn-V compounds and of their utility in
semiconductor nanostructures and spintronic devices.
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FIG. 1: (a) Illustration of the competition between the band-gap and the FM exchange-splitting
which results in the Fermi energy inside the band, i.e. metal character, for large enough exchange-
splittings. The absence of this competition in AFMs makes strong AFM semiconductors more
likely to occur than strong FM semiconductors. (b) The illustration of the survey of magnetic
semiconductor counterparts to conventional semiconductors with eight valence electrons per prim-
itive cell. Consistent with panel (a), most of the magnetic semiconductors are AFMs and the
more rare FM semiconductors are found primarily among compounds with more localized (less hy-
bridized) f -electron magnetic elements and lighter anions (wider band-gaps). Magnetic transition
temperatures safely above room temperature are found in the compounds containing the group-I
element and I-Mn-V’s are the simplest representatives of this class of materials. (c) Schematic
3D plots of the crystal structure of a conventional zinc-blende III-V semiconductor (GaAs), of a
non-magnetic I-II-V semiconductor (LiZnAs) and of the magnetic I-Mn-V compound (LiMnAs).
The unit cells are chosen to highlight the similarities between the respective crystal structures.
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FIG. 2: RHEED images of the LiMnAs film (a) and of the MnAs film (b) after 60 minutes of
MBE growth at identical conditions, except for the Li cell closed in case of the MnAs. (c) Fabry-
Pe´rot interference oscillations of the light back-reflected by the growing LiMnAs film on an InAs
substrate plotted as a function of the growth-time and wavelength of the detected light. The
oscillatory interferences are typical of a semiconductor film. (d) Thickness profile of a LiMnAs
wafer across the edges masked by the sample holder during the growth. The total growth time of
this wafer was 60 minutes, resulting in ∼ 200 nm thick LiMnAs epilayer.
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FIG. 3: (a) Full set of (001) oriented LiMnAs X-ray reflections. Bulk values are denoted by crosses.
(b) Azimuthal scans as a function of the wavevector Q. The corresponding 45◦ in-plane rotation of
the LiMnAs unit cell with respect to the InAs substrate is illustrated in the inset. (c) Reciprocal
space maps evidencing the vertical alignment of the substrate peak and the peak of the strained
LiMnAs film. The black and red crosses in the plot denote the expected positions for the substrate
and bulk LiMnAs, respectively. (d) Temperature dependent remanence at 0.2 mT and magnetic
field dependent magnetization at 4 K of a 200 nm thick LiMnAs epilayer (red curve) and of the
FM MnAs sample (solid black curve) containing the same amount of Mn. For comparison, we also
show the theoretical Brillouin function which describes magnetization at 4 K of an equal number
of Mn atoms represented by uncoupled paramagnetic S = 5/2 spins in the external magnetic field.
(e) Transmissivity of the LiMnAs/InAs sample (red curve) in the near infra-red region measured
ex situ and compared to the MnAs/InAs sample (black curve), to an unprocessed InAs substrate
(green curve), and to a Li-doped InAs substrate (blue curve).
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LDA+U. (c) Complex dielectric function of LiMnAs in the out-of-plane direction calculated in the
LDA and LDA+U. (d) Relativistic full-potential LDA calculations of the anisotropy in the density
of states with respect to the staggered moment orientation along the [001] and [110] crystal axes.
These anisotropies are order of magnitude larger than in the metal Mn-based AFMs and vary
strongly near the valence band and conduction band edges.
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